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A B S T R A C T 

We present DECORAS, a deep-learning-based approach to detect both point and extended sources from Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry (VLBI) observations. Our approach is based on an encoder-decoder neural network architecture that uses a low 

number of convolutional layers to provide a scalable solution for source detection. In addition, DECORAS performs source 
characterization in terms of the position, ef fecti ve radius, and peak brightness of the detected sources. We have trained and tested 

the network with images that are based on realistic Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) observations at 20 cm. Also, these images 
have not gone through any prior de-convolution step and are directly related to the visibility data via a Fourier transform. We find 

that the source catalogue generated by DECORAS has a better o v erall completeness and purity, when compared to a traditional 
source detection algorithm. DECORAS is complete at the 7.5 σ level, and has an almost factor of 2 impro v ement in purity at 
5.5 σ . We find that DECORAS can reco v er the position of the detected sources to within 0.61 ± 0.69 mas, and the ef fecti ve 
radius and peak surface brightness are reco v ered to within 20 per cent for 98 and 94 per cent of the sources, respectiv ely. Ov erall, 
we find that DECORAS provides a reliable source detection and characterization solution for future wide-field VLBI surveys. 

Key words: methods: data analysis – techniques: image processing – techniques: interferometric – radio continuum: galaxies. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

achine learning, and in particular deep learning, has been widely 
sed for solving a number of astronomical problems (see Baron 
019 for a recent re vie w). This is because traditional approaches,
uch as visual inspection or model fitting, can be less ef fecti ve when
haracterizing data sets that are growing in both size and complexity. 
everal machine-learning frameworks can be applied in this context, 
ut two have gained the most attention in recent years: supervised 
nd unsupervised learning. 

In a supervised learning algorithm, the data act as an instructor,
ssisting the model in disco v ering a relationship between a collection
f features and user specified labels. Models are trained to predict the
roperties of unseen data (Goodfellow, Bengio & Courville 2016 ). 
upervised learning has been used to address various problems in 
stronomy, for example, the classification of galaxy morphologies in 
maging data (Pearson et al. 2019 ; Nolte et al. 2019 ), variable star
lassification using light-curve representation (Becker et al. 2020 ), 
nd the classification of blazar candidates (Kov a ̌ce vi ́c et al. 2020 ). 

In the case of unsupervised learning, the algorithm simply receives 
ata without target labels or any feedback from the environment. The 
oal of the analysis is to identify patterns and structures within the
 E-mail: rezaei@astro.rug.nl 
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ublished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society. Th
ommons Attribution License ( http://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), whic
rovided the original work is properly cited. 
ata that are then used to make decisions, predict future inputs,
r communicate inputs efficiently to another machine (Ghahramani 
004 ). An example of such an algorithm is an autoencoder, which
s a form of unsupervised convolutional neural network (CNN). 
utoencoders have been used for a variety of astronomy applications, 

ncluding real-time transient detection (Sedaghat & Mahabal 2018 ) 
nd the analysis of gravitationally lensed objects (Hezaveh, Perreault 
e v asseur & Marshall 2017 ). They have also been used for outlier
etection; see for example Margalef-Bentabol et al. ( 2020 ), in which
 network is trained with normal data before computing an anomaly
core for test query samples. As another example, Pruzhinskaya et al.
 2019 ) presented a method for detecting rare transients or completely
e w flaring e vents of unkno wn physical nature. These are just a few
f the many applications of supervised and unsupervised learning in 
stronomy. For a very brief re vie w and further references, see for
xample Biehl et al. ( 2018 ). 

Here, we focus on a deep-learning-based approach to study 
stronomical images that have been made using radio interferometric 
echniques. In contrast to optical instruments, which capture images 
f the sky brightness distribution directly, radio telescopes employ 
nterferometry to calculate the two-dimensional discrete intensity 
istribution of the sky, known as visibility data. A Fourier transform
f the visibility data is then performed to produce an image of the
ky. The result of this process is the convolution of the true sky
rightness with the point spread function (PSF) of the interferometric 
is is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
h permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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rray, which is commonly referred to as the dirty image. Due to the
ncomplete sampling of the interferometric visibility data, the PSF
also referred to as the dirty beam) has strong sidelobes that affect
he entire image. This can make it difficult to reco v er the true sky
rightness distribution from interferometric data. A common solution
o this problem was presented by H ̈ogbom ( 1974 ), who developed the
LEAN algorithm, which iteratively performs a deconvolution of the

mage by representing the underlying source brightness using simple
arametric models, such as delta- or truncated Gaussian functions.
he final step convolves the model of the source with the clean beam

a Gaussian function), which is then added to the Fourier transform
f the residual visibilities. 
To characterize the object properties from interferometric images,

everal commonly used object detection algorithms have been devel-
ped (note that these are applied to images that have gone through
 prior deconvolution process). PYBDSF (Mohan & Rafferty 2015 ),
LOBCAT (Hales et al. 2012 ), and AEGEAN (Hancock, Trott & Hurley-
alker 2018 ) are all examples of Gaussian-fitting source detectors.
n the other hand, PROFOUND (Hale et al. 2019 ) does not force any
re-defined parametric model to the detected sources, but is based on
he segmentation of pixels in the neighbourhood of the brightest pixel.
he benefit of PROFOUND o v er other source detection algorithms is

he more accurate flux reco v ery for extended sources, as the detection
s not based on a specific morphology. From an analysis of simulated
bservations that match the instrument properties of the Very Large
rray (VLA), the completeness and reliability of PYBDSF , AEGEAN,

nd PROFOUND for compact objects detected with a signal-to-noise
atio > 4.3 was found to be less than 85 per cent (Hale et al. 2019 ). 

Machine learning, and in particular, CNNs have already been
idely used in the analysis of radio interferometric data. For example,

he y hav e been used to classify radio galaxies (Bowles et al. 2021 ),
o determine galaxy morphologies (Cheng et al. 2020 ), and to
elect pulsar candidates (Zeng, Li & Lin 2020 ). More specifically,
NNs have been employed to detect astronomical sources within the
ONVOSOURCE (Lukic, de Gasperin & Br ̈uggen 2019 ), DEEPSOURCE

Vafaei Sadr et al. 2019 ), and Point Proposal Network (PPN; Tilley
t al. 2020 ). Compared to traditional source detection algorithms,
hich can fail to detect sources when the signal-to-noise ratio is

ow, or can make false detections in regions of the images where
he noise is highly correlated, the learning process in CNN-based
ource detectors has been shown to generate more accurate results.
afaei Sadr et al. ( 2019 ) and Lukic et al. ( 2019 ) have shown that
NN-based source detection algorithms are more complete down

o a signal-to-noise ratio of 4 in detecting compact sources when
ompared to PYBDSF . Ho we ver, these CNN-based algorithms are
ll optimized for the analysis of images that have been deconvolved.

In this paper, we investigate a deep-learning-based object detection
lgorithm that characterizes the source properties from images that
ave not undergone any prior deconvolution. This is partly due to the
omplexity of applying deconvolution methods, like CLEAN , to large
ata sets. Furthermore, such an algorithm could in principle also be
pplied directly to the visibility data via a Fourier transform, which
ould remo v e the need for any imaging step. We focus our analysis
n dirty images that are produced from a sparse radio interferometric
rray, namely the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA). This is because
e are interested in developing a new object detection algorithm that

an be applied to wide-field Very Long Baseline Interferometric
VLBI) observations with instruments like the VLBA in the future. 

The presented approach for detection and characterization of
adio-astronomical sources (DECORAS), using deep learning con-
ists of four main steps. The first step uses encoder-decoder networks
o remo v e the noise and dirty beam from the given dirty images (the
NRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
ourier transform of the observed interferometric visibility data). The
redicted model images at the output of the encoder-decoder are used
n the post-processing step to find the position of the source. In the
hird step, another encoder-decoder is used to characterize the source
tructure. Finally, the extracted latent variables of the trained encoder-
ecoder network are used to reco v er the source surface brightness
istribution. Unlike DEEPSOURCE and PPN , which have thus far only
ddressed the detection of unresolved objects, DECORAS is trained
n both point and extended source detection and characterization. 
Our paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, the train-

ng/verification data and the detailed methodology of the source
etection and characterization algorithm is presented. In Section 3,
e e v aluate our results by applying the algorithm to test data and

ompare with the results from using a traditional source detection
ode ( BLOBCAT ). In Section 4, we investigate how well our algorithm
an reco v er the source properties, such as source position, major
xis, and the true source surface brightness distribution. Finally, the
esults from this work are discussed and we present our concluding
emarks on the methodology and future prospects in Section 5. 

 M E T H O D  

his section presents our source detection and characterization
ethodology. First, the process of generating realistic simulated

mages is explained. This simulated data set is used as the training
nd test samples for our network. Ne xt, an o v erview of our approach
s provided, with an explanation of the choice of loss function and
pecific network architecture that we have used. Then, we present our
ost-processing object detection step, which determines the position
f the source. Finally, our source characterization methodology
s presented, which provides the structure and surface brightness
istribution of the detected objects. 

.1 Simulating a r epr esentati v e training and testing data set 

enerating realistic images to train the network is one of the main
teps for developing a source detection and characterization platform.
his is because the network must learn the key properties and

eatures of the data. Also, a simulated data set can be used to
est the robustness and completeness of the methodology, providing
hese data are unseen by the network during the training stage. Our
oal is to develop a network that is applicable to data from sparse
nterferometric arrays, which are typical of VLBI observations. For
ur simulations, we have chosen to use the VLBA at an observing
avelength of 20 cm as our training and test dataset, the reasons

or which we describe belo w. Ho we ver, we see no obvious reason
hy our methodology cannot be used with other VLBI arrays that
bserve at other wavelengths, for example, the International LOFAR
elescope (ILT), the European VLBI Network (EVN), the Atacama
arge Millimetre Array (ALMA), or the Square Kilometre Array

SKA-VLBI), which (will) operate from m to sub-mm wavelengths.
We have chosen the VLBA as our test interferometer, as it is a

omogeneous array of ten 25-m radio telescopes, with separations
etween 236 and 8611 km. This means the generated data sets
ill sparsely sample the visibility plane (45 measurements per time

nd frequency interval), will have uniform and predictable noise
roperties, and will be ∼2 MB in size per simulated observation. By
sing the VLBA at 20 cm, we can also utilize actual observations
rom a large statistical sample of radio sources to provide realistic
bservational conditions and representative source models for our
imulations. For this, we have used data from the mJy Imaging
LBA Exploration (mJIVE–20) surv e y (Deller & Middelberg 2014 ),
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Figure 1. Cumulative distribution of peak surface brightness divided by the 
integrated flux density (in units of beam 

−1 ) for detected objects in the mJIVE–
20 surv e y (Deller & Middelberg 2014 ). Around 20 per cent of the detected 
sources in the mJIVE–20 surv e y hav e an equi v alent peak surface brightness 
and flux density (unresolved sources). In more than 65 per cent of all detected 
sources in the mJIVE–20 surv e y, the peak surface brightness is about 80 per 
cent of the total flux density of the source, meaning that the majority of the 
sources detected in the mJIVE–20 surv e y are compact. 
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Figure 2. A comparison of the measured size and peak surface brightness 
of the injected mock and the real sources detected as part of the mJIVE–20 
surv e y. The upper plot compares the distribution of fitted Gaussian major 
axis. The lower plot shows the distribution of peak surface brightness for 
the two populations. The implemented Monte Carlo approach based on the 
mJIVE–20 surv e y catalogue has made it possible to create a training data set 
that follows the physical characteristics of real sources. 
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hich targeted 24 903 radio sources in an area of 238 square degrees
rom 306 unique observations. The total observing time was 1 h 
or each observation, which was further divided into a set of four
ub-pointings around a bright calibrator source. Within ∼20 arcmin 
f the central calibrator, the rms noise in the deconvolved images 
s about 150 μJy beam 

−1 . The detection threshold for the mJIVE–
0 surv e y was set to 6.75 σ (based on simulations to determine the
ompleteness), where σ is the rms map noise of a given observation. 
his led to 4 965 radio sources being detected in the deconvolved

mages using BLOBCAT . 
We hav e dev eloped a framework with three steps to create mock

raining and test data with similar properties to those obtained by 
he mJIVE–20 surv e y. The first step defines the images in terms of
ngular size and number of pixels. The size of the individual pixels
s set such that the visibility data are at least Nyquist sampled in the
mage plane, which for VLBA observations at 20 cm with a PSF
ampling of four gives a pixel size of 1.25 mas. The majority of
he detected sources in the mJIVE–20 surv e y are compact (Deller
 Middelberg 2014 ); here, we define compactness ( C ) as the ratio

f the integrated flux density ( S i ) and peak surface brightness ( I p ),
here those objects with C < 1.25 beams are classified as being

ompact. Fig. 1 shows the cumulative distribution of the peak surface 
rightness to integrated flux density ratio of detected sources in 
he mJIVE–20 surv e y, which demonstrates that the majority of
he sources are unresolved. Considering the characteristics of the 
etected sources in the mJIVE–20 surv e y, we hav e chosen the size
f the input image to be 256 × 256 pixels, which is equi v alent to
n angular size of 320 × 320 mas on the sky. Larger images would
ncrease the number of learning parameters in our encoder-decoder 
odel. This means that the learning procedure would require more 

ime and memory. 
Our simulated data sets are made using the Common Astronomy 

oftware Applications ( CASA ; McMullin et al. 2007 ) package and
ustom-written PYTHON scripts. The mock sources were generated 
sing either delta or Gaussian functions, with a defined peak surface
rightness, size, ellipticity, and position angle, and a random position 
ithin each image. The defined source properties were determined 

rom a Monte Carlo simulation of all of the sources observed as part
f the mJIVE–20 surv e y. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the injected
ock sources and the actual mJIVE–20 surv e y sources in terms

f their size (major axis) and peak surface brightness. Note that the
umber of injected mock sources is greater than the actual number of
etected sources in the mJIVE–20 surv e y, as we hav e injected mock
ources to all of the 24 903 phase-centres, while the catalogue only
ontains information for 4965 sources. We have also included fainter 
ources in the generated mock data to test our detection algorithm
or sources with a low signal-to-noise ratio. The output of this step is
he sky model interferometric data sets that will be used to generate
irty images. 

CASA stores interferometric visibility data in a format called 
easurementSet. While it is possible to create a simulated Measure- 
entSet from scratch, the CASA simulator tool can use an existing
easurementSet to obtain the position of the antennas and other 

bservational settings (frequency and time sampling). Using actual 
easurementSets is a good choice for this work as we aim to train

ur network with mock data that is representative of real data. In this
MNRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the mock data simulator, built within CASA . First, mock sources are generated using a Monte Carlo simulation to mimic the physical 
characteristics of the real sources in the mJIVE–20 surv e y. The generated sk y model images are imported to CASA , using the simulator tool to generate the 
corresponding uv -data sets and dirty images. 
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ay, the simulator samples data with the correct ( u , v) coordinates,
onsidering the current model image with the mock source in it.
e have used the existing MeasurementSets of the actual mJIVE–20

urv e y observations to generate simulated visibility data sets. To take
he thermal noise into consideration, we have added Gaussian noise
o the visibility data that is representative of the noise properties of
he mJIVE–20 surv e y. We hav e not included an y systematic errors to
he real or imaginary component of the visibilities. Finally, the dirty
mage is generated as the result of taking the Fourier transform of
he visibility data, and gridding using the pixel size and number of
ixels described above. Fig. 3 presents a flowchart that summarizes
ow the simulated data set of model and dirty images is generated
sing CASA . 
In total 50 000 simulated images, from 306 observations were
ade for training the network. In Fig. 4 , we provide a few examples

f the model sources, the PSF of the individual observations, and
he final dirty images used to build the training and validation data
et. The dirty images are the input to the network, while the model
mages are the output of our encoder-decoder network. 

.2 Ov er view of DECORAS 

iv en an y input dirty image, DECORAS is trained to deconvolv e
he PSF, remo v e thermal noise, locate the possible source in the
mage, and characterize the source structure and surface brightness
istribution. This process is summarized in the flowchart presented
n Fig. 5 . 

The first step of DECORAS consists of encoder and decoder parts.
t is trained to recognize beam effects, correlated noise, or other
NRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
ources of contamination in the dirty image, and to remo v e them from
he predicted output. The first step of DECORAS is hereafter referred
o as Autoencoder1. The output of Autoencoder1 is then passed to
he Post Processing Blob Detection function to find the position of
he source in the predicted model image. At the end of this step, the
xistence of the source and its position are known to the algorithm.
o investigate the physical characteristics of the source, we crop
round the region of interest in the field to form a smaller model
nd dirty image, with the source at the centre. The cropped images
re fed to Autoencoder2 to investigate the physical characteristics of
he detected source. Our experiments show that using Autoencoder2
ields a higher accuracy than with Autoencoder1 when extracting
hysical properties of the underlying source. Autoencoder2 has the
ame basic structure as Autoencoder1. Ho we ver, due to the smaller
mage size, Autoencoder2 requires fewer convolutional layers in the
ncoder and decoder parts. 

The right-hand panel of Fig. 5 provides more information on the
re y box es shown in the left-hand panel. For example, Autoencoder1
nd Autoencoder2 are shown with four and three symbolic convolu-
ional layers for the encoder and decoder, respectively. For the post-
rocessing step, the detection strategy is provided. More information
bout the Post-Processing Blob Detection is presented in Section 2.6.

.3 Pr e-pr ocessing 

t is important to keep the pixel values of all the images in the
ame range of (0,1) in order to optimize the learning process
hile minimizing the achieved loss in the network. The process
f normalization used here linearly transforms the pixel values on

art/stab3519_f3.eps
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Figure 4. Each image contains 256 × 256 pixels and is equi v alent to a 
sky-area of 320 × 320 mas 2 . 
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ll the images to a common range of between (0,1). We have used a
inMax normalization according to 

 normalized = 

x − min ( x d ) 

max ( x d ) − min ( x d ) 
, (1) 

here x is the value of a given pixel and x d represents all the pixels
n the image. 

As we will show below, DECORAS performs very well when the 
ixel values in each image are normalized in this way. Ho we ver,
he normalized predicted model image is not useful for reco v ering
he absolute surface brightness of the detected sources. We have 
ddressed this problem by analysing the latent variables generated 
y Autoencoder2 in the training process. This method is based on the
nformation that the network has captured through the learning by 
emoving the thermal noise and deconvolving the dirty images to ob- 
ain the expected model images. We discuss the details of estimating 
he surface brightness of the detected sources in Section 2.7. 

.4 Network structure 

ig. 6 presents the architecture of the network, which consists of two
ain components: an encoder and decoder in which convolution, 

eaky ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) acti v ation and batch normal- 
zation are used sequentially. We use convolution with a stride of
2,2), which down samples the input image by a factor of 2 in each
xis. A fully connected neural network is placed at the final step of
ur encoder. It learns the weights of the neurons for producing 256
alues of latent variables. The latent variables that are generated by 
he encoder are the only piece of information our decoder uses to
etermine the output model image. This means that the compression 
ate of the encoder that imports the dirty images and generates the
atent variables is 256. This is because the network only takes the
tructure and position of the sources into account. All of the other
nformation about the correlated noise, PSF and beam effects are 
earnt to be ignored by the network. In forthcoming work, we will
mplement networks that can also solve for the PSF, and hence
etermine if there are residual calibration errors in the data. The
ame process, using the same parameter variables, is applied to the
ecoder part, but in a reverse order. Instead of using a convolution,
he decoder uses the transpose convolution with a stride of (2,2) to
p-sample the input image by a factor of 2. Leaky ReLU and batch
ormalization are also included, as shown by the grey arrows in
ig. 6 . After obtaining the desired image size by up-sampling, an
xtra layer of convolution and sigmoid acti v ation is used to force the
nal generated pixel values to be between 0 and 1. 
Our choice of network structure and the given input/output 

mages can be considered as some sort of image segmentation. In
uch algorithms, the input image goes through different layers of 
onvolution, and the generated latent variables are used to remap 
o a full output image. Instead of reconstructing the input image
the typical use of autoencoder structure), it only targets a specific
egment of the image and, specifically for our case, where the source
s located. Beside the location of the source, our network is sensitive
o the size and structure of the source. On the other hand, as our
etwork uses dirty images as the input and generates model images
t the output, neurons on the encoder are forced to remo v e the effect
f the PSF and correlated noise in the dirty images. 
As described abo v e, using a convolution layer with a stride of

2,2) down samples the input image by a factor of 2. An alternative
s to do so using a max pooling layer. Studies of several image-
ecognition benchmarks show that a convolutional layer with an 
ncreased stride can be easily substituted for a max-pooling scheme 
e.g. Springenberg et al. 2014 ). Moreo v er, Ayachi & et al. ( 2020 )
efer to the learnable nature of convolutional layers, whereas the 
ax pooling is a fixed function that takes the maximum value of

ach defined filter. The same study has also analysed the memory
fficiency of using strided convolution layers o v er max pooling. A
atch normalization is added at the end of each convolution layer
o stabilize the distribution of inputs (o v er a minibatch). This is
chieved by keeping the mean ( μx k ) and standard deviation ( σ ) of
he output close to 0 and 1, respectively. It also helps to decrease
he importance of the weight initialization and regularizes the model 
Santurkar et al. 2018 ). In the Keras implementation, the output of a
atch normalization layer is applied to each feature x k , such that, 

ˆ  k = γ
x k − μx k 

σ 2 ( x k ) + ε
+ β, (2) 

here ε is a constant that is being added to make sure the denominator
s non-zero, γ (initialized as 1) and β (initialized as 0) are learnable
arameters used for scaling and shifting purposes. 
We note that based on our experiments, increasing the number of

ayers will increase the training time without significantly improving 
he TP and TN rates. Also, as part of this project, we have
mplemented other network structures, such as U-Nets (Ronneberger, 
ischer & Brox 2015 ) and variational autoencoders (Kingma & 

elling 2013 ), to test their performance against the presented 
ethod. We found that both U-Net and variational autoencoders were 

ess accurate compared to the presented method; the predicted model 
mages of a trained U-Net model were not completely noise free and
ad a less accurate estimation of the source structure, while the latent
MNRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
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Figure 5. The left-hand panel shows the general flowchart of DECORAS. The grey rectangles in the flowchart represent the functions or the developed 
algorithms in which the source detection and characterization are designed. The transparent rectangles show input/output data. In the right-hand panel, further 
details on each of the grey boxes in the flowchart are given. A more detailed view of Autoencoder1 is represented in Fig. 6 , where four convolutional layers that 
transforms dirty images of 256 × 256 pixels into the model images of the same size are shown. The Post Processing Blob Detection is responsible for locating 
the injected source in the predicted model image. To characterize the physical properties of the source, Autoencoder2 has been used. It has the same network 
structure as Autoencoder1, except the input shape is 128 × 128 pixels, and therefore, the number of convolutional layers is smaller. The source characterization 
uses the generated latent variable and predicted model images by Autoencoder2 as well as the maxratio to estimate the source surface brightness distribution. 
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ariables for trained variational autoencoder did not provide enough
nformation to estimate the source surface brightness. 

.5 Loss function 

n order to complete the learning process, it is necessary to define
 loss function. The network uses the loss function to calculate the
rror between the estimated and expected model images at the end of
ach iteration. This error is used to update the weights and minimize
he final error using optimizing strategies such as gradient decent.

e have compared the performance of four different loss functions:
ean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Binary
ross Entropy (BCE) and Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (MSLE).
Our tests found that the MSE and MAE loss functions are not a

roper choice for our specific problem since they have difficulties
n detecting the source when the demand image is a point source
characterized by a single non-zero pixel while the rest of the image
s zero). In order to force the network to take into account the
nformation provided by a single pixel, Vafaei Sadr et al. ( 2019 )
uggest to smooth the adjacent pixels around the point source to
rovide more non-zero pixels. On the other hand, Sedaghat &
ahabal ( 2018 ) have provided a solution that conditionally boosts

he error on the non-zero pixels in the image. With this technique,
he learning rate is virtually increased for only the non-zero pixels.
ote that increasing the general learning rate is not a solution to
NRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
he problem here as the learning procedure would generate a sub-
ptimal set of weights or an unstable training process. Based on the
reliminary results of using the three defined loss functions with our
etwork structure (see Fig. 6 ), and the issues that MSE and MAE have
hen the source structure is very small compared to the size of the

mage, we have decided to only consider the MSLE and BCE further.
Our encoder-decoder network is designed to solve a denoising

roblem. This can be interpreted as a pixel-wise classification in
hich each pixel (in the normalized images) is assigned a range
etween (0,1). We consider a given model image M and a predicted
odel image M 

′ 
with size of n × n × 1. Considering x i , j as the pixel

alue on the i , j position of the model image and x ′ i,j as the predicted
ixel value at the same location, the BCE and MSLE are calculated
ccording to 

CE ( M 

′ , M) = − 1 

n 2 

n ∑ 

i= 1 

n ∑ 

j= 1 

x i,j log x ′ i,j 

+ 

(
1 − x i,j 

)
log 

(
1 − x ′ i,j 

)
, (3) 

nd 

SLE 

(
M 

′ , M 

) = 

1 

n 2 

n ∑ 

i= 1 

n ∑ 

j= 1 

[
log 

(
x i,j 

) − log 
(
x ′ i,j 

)]2 
, (4) 
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Figure 6. The encoder-decoder network structure used in Autoencoder1 for source detection. There are four convolutional layers on both the encoder and 
decoder sections. Each convolutional layer is followed by leaky ReLU activation and batch normalization. In the encoder section, a stride of (2,2) is defined 
for the convolutional layers, which are used to down sample the data. At the end of the encoder, a dense layer is used to transform the extracted set of features 
in the convolutional layers into the latent variables. The decoder has a similar structure, but instead of down sampling the input, it up samples the data using 
transposed convolutional layers. A sigmoid acti v ation function is placed at the end of the decoder to ensure the output pixel values are between (0,1). 
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espectively. Note that the MSLE loss is similar to the MSE, but
nstead of calculating the loss of M and M 

′ 
by computing the

verage, it calculates the squared error between the logarithm of 
he true and predicted values. Compared to MSE, MSLE penalizes 
nderestimation more than o v erestimation. 

.6 Post-processing blob detection 

he network is designed to generate predicted model images with 
ero background, that is, the only non-zero pixel values in the 
redicted model images should be related to a detected source. In
ome cases, and particularly in the low signal-to-noise ratio regime, 
he network can get confused on where the input source is located
nd instead generates images with multiple components with non- 
ero pixel values (hereafter referred to as blobs). To identify such 
lobs in the images, we have used the SCIKIT Image library (van der
alt et al. 2014 ) in PYTHON , which contains several blob detection

olutions. We have used the blob dog function to find blobs in the
iven predicted model images. The output of this algorithm is the 
 and y co-ordinates of any detected blobs, with an estimate of the
ncertainty from the standard deviation of a fitted Gaussian function 
o the blobs. Through this process, we are able to catalogue the
andidate sources that have been identified by the network. 

.7 Surface brightness estimator 

osing the exact pixel values in the predicted model images due to
he normalization process discussed abo v e requires an alternative 
olution to estimate the absolute source surface brightness. To 
haracterize the detected sources, DECORAS relies on two sources 
f information. The first is the compressed set of features that are
epresented by the latent variables of our encoder-decoder structure. 
he latent variables are the only information that the decoder uses to
onstruct the model images with all the embedded details, like source
osition and the physical characteristics. Fig. 6 shows the position 
f the latent variables in our encoder-decoder structure. In general, 
 greater number of latent variable units will result in a more clear
nd sharper reconstruction of the output image. 

The second source of information is based on the fact that the
ource peak surface brightness in the dirty image is not equal to
he peak in the model image. This happens due to the process of
onverting the visibility data of the true sky model to the dirty images
by adding Gaussian noise and convolving with the dirty beam). 
onvolving the visibility data of extended sources with the PSF 

ncreases the peak surface brightness in the predicted model image. 
he level of increase is dependent on the source size, PSF structure,
nd the noise of the visibilities. We have measured this increase by
alculating the ratio between the source peak surface brightness in 
he dirty image to the peak surface brightness of the corresponding
njected source in the model image. This parameter, which we call
he maxratio, is defined as 

axratio = I d 
/
I m 

, (5) 

here I m is the peak surface brightness of the source in the model
mage (in units of Jy pixel −1 ) and I d is the peak surface brightness in
he dirty image (in units of Jy beam 

−1 ). The maxratio is a measure
f how much the peak surface brightness of a source has changed,
MNRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
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Figure 7. The maxratio distribution for point and extended sources. The 
maxratio is defined as the ratio between the peak surface brightness in any 
dirty image to its corresponding model image. It is used to estimate the 
absolute surface brightness of the detected sources. 
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s it is convolved with the dirty beam to form the dirty image. Fig. 7
hows the distribution of maxratio for the entire simulated data set.
or point sources, the maxratio is mostly close to unity, as expected,
nd for extended sources the maxratio is typically larger, up to a
actor of 90. 

A 2D visualization of the latent variables is a powerful tool to
ain insight to the structure of data. One way to visualize high-
imensional latent variables is the t-Distributed Stochastic Neigh-
our Embedding (t-SNE; Van der Maaten & Hinton 2008 ) method.
ig. 8 presents the t-SNE visualization of our simulated data with

wo different colouring schemes. TSNE is implemented using SCIKIT

YTHON package with the perplexity of 20 and the maximum number
f iterations of 400. Each data point in Fig. 8 represents an array of
56 values, which are the extracted latent variables of Autoencoder1.
he left plot of Fig. 8 is coloured according to the classes of data:
oint and extended source samples, and noise realization samples
ith no injected source. In the right-hand plot of Fig. 8 , we have

oloured the data points according to their corresponding maxratio.
t is clear that the different source classes and their corresponding
axratios are separable using the latent variable information. Also,

y determining the maxratio in this way, the absolute peak surface
rightness of a given source can be recovered using equation (5). 
Although Fig. 8 provides some insight to the maxratio distribution

nd the types of sources that are detected, there is clearly some
 v erlap between the three classes of data. Using several regression
stimator techniques, such as the k -Nearest Neighbour (KNN),
GBoost and RandomForest, we find that this overlap affects the

ccuracy of the source brightness estimation. Therefore, we apply a
pecific approach for this task; once a source is detected and located
y the network, its structure is inferred more accurately when the
ource is positioned in the centre of a cropped image. As the structure
f the source is correlated with the maxratio (see Fig. 7 ), this results
n a more accurate prediction of the maxratio. 

In our implementation, a square image with 128 × 128 pixels
s cropped around the position of the detected source in both the
NRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
irty and model images. These images are then used to train a new
etwork (Autoencoder2), the latent variables of which provide a more
ccurate representation of the source structure. Fig. 9 shows the two-
imensional t-SNE visualization of the latent variables obtained from
he training data where the source is centred and the image is cropped.
 comparison of Figs 8 and 9 shows that the latent variables with

he new setting yields a more distinct representation of the different
lasses and the maxratio. 

The network architecture used for the structure estimator is similar
o the encoder-decoder shown in Fig. 6 . However, due to the smaller
nput image size, one convolutional layer from both the encoder and
ecoder sections is remo v ed. In this reduced architecture, a layer of
4 units represents the latent variables. 

 S O U R C E  DETECTI ON  

n this section, we present our results on training the network using
he BCE and MSLE loss functions, before providing an overview
f our DECORAS source detection strategy. The results from using
ECORAS are compared to BLOBCAT , a traditional source detection

lgorithm, which was also used by the mJIVE–20 surv e y. 

.1 Defining the true positi v e and true negati v e rates 

n order to e v aluate our results, we consider the confusion matrix
resented in Table 1 . The true positives (TP) are defined as the
umber of fields with an injected source that the algorithm has
uccessfully detected, while the true ne gativ es (TN) are the number of
elds with no injected source where the algorithm correctly returns a
on-detection. Conversely, the false positives (FP) are defined as
he number of fields with no injected source, but the algorithm
etects a source, and the false ne gativ es (FN) correspond to the
umber of fields with an injected source that the algorithm fails to
etect. 
We quantify the performance of DECORAS and BLOBCAT when

pplied to simulated data by calculating the TP and TN rates, 

P rate = 

TP 

TP + FN 

, (6) 

nd 

N rate = 

TN 

TN + FP 

, (7) 

especti vely. Gi ven that we aim to limit the number of FP and
N events, an ideal system would achieve a TP rate (sample
ompleteness) and TN rate (sample purity) of 1.0. 

The simulated test data set consists of two components. First, we
enerate 8000 images in which 3000 samples correspond to point
ources and 5000 samples contain (extended) elliptical Gaussian
ources. To measure the signal-to-noise ratio for each source, we
ivide the peak surface brightness of the injected source in the
odel image by the rms of a noise realization of the same simulated

bservation without any injected source. For our simulations, we use
 signal-to-noise ratio of the injected sources between 1 and 16. This
imulated data set is used to determine the TP rate. 

Secondly, we generate a data set of 7800 noise realizations that do
ot contain any injected source. This data set is used to e v aluate the
N rate. To determine an apparent signal-to-noise ratio, we divide

he peak surface brightness by the rms noise in each realization.
he total number of noise realizations has been chosen so that we
ave a sufficient number of samples to test the TN rate for noise
eaks at > 4 σ . To ensure this, we decided to make images that are
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Figure 8. A t-SNE visualization of the 256 latent variables extracted from the encoder section of Autoencoder1. The encoder provides the compressed 
representation of any corresponding model image to the corresponding input dirty image. Latent variables carry the information of the source structure and 
accordingly the maxratio. The left-hand panel is colour-coded by the class of data (point source, extended source, and noise realization). The right-hand panel 
shows the same 2D representation of the latent variables coloured according to the corresponding maxratio. For the noise realization samples, with no injected 
source, the value of the maxratio has been assigned to −10 for visualization purposes. 

Figure 9. A t-SNE visualization of the latent variables extracted from Autoencoder2, which converts dirty images of 128 × 128 pixels into model images of 
the same size. The position of the injected source is the centre of the image. In the left-hand panel, the colour illustrates the class of data (point source, extended 
source, and noise realization). The right-hand panel shows the same 2D visualization of the latent variables coloured according to the corresponding maxratio. 
For the noise realization samples, with no injected source, the value of the maxratio has been assigned to −10 for visualization purposes. 
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024 × 1024 pixels in size, from which we cropped sub-images of
56 × 256 pixels with the surface brightness peak in the centre. This
esults in each image having 65 653 pixels, which for a Gaussian
oise distribution should, on av erage, hav e a peak surface brightness
t a significance of 4.3 σ , and at least one pixel detected at the 6 σ
evel when all 7800 images are considered. In Fig. 10 , we show
he distribution of apparent signal-to-noise ratio of the peak surface 
rightness in the noise realizations. This peaks at an apparent signal-
o-noise ratio of 4.4 and has at least one 6 σ noise peak. Overall, the
ange of signal-to-noise ratios in our noise realizations is between 
.4 and 6.1. We note that the distribution is not Gaussian, with a skew
owards higher signal-to-noise ratios. This is not unexpected given 
hat the noise is correlated in the image plane for interferometric
ata. 
MNRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
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Table 1. The sample confusion matrix, showing how the TP , FP , FN, and TN 

are defined. 

True data 
Source No source 

Test results Detection TP FP 
No detection FN TN 

Total Point sources Noise realizations 

Figure 10. The distribution of peak surface brightness-to-noise ratio for 
7800 noise realizations. The distribution is consistent with the expectations, 
given the total number of pixels used per image, and in total for the entire test 
data set. 
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.2 The performance of BLOBCAT 

LOBCAT is a source extraction algorithm that is designed to detect
nd catalog sources from pre-processed radio images (Hales et al.
012 ). In order to apply BLOBCAT on our test data, we first had to
econvolve the simulated visibility data sets, using the TCLEAN task
ithin CASA (down to a threshold of 3 σ ). We note that this necessary

tep will change the simulated images being used for our comparison
dirty versus clean images), but as the underlying input model is the
ame for both cases, this will still allow for a proper comparison
etween DECORAS and a standard source detection algorithm. 

BLOBCAT works by looking for islands of pixels that might
epresent a source. The signal-to-noise ratio of a given pixel is
he key parameter used to detect potential sources. For this, the
lgorithm determines the field surface brightness and the background
ms noise as the input parameters. It also requires the user to set a
etection signal-to-noise ratio threshold ( T d ) and a cut-off signal-
o-noise ratio threshold ( T f ) for flooding the islands. The detection
rocess starts with locating all pixels that have a higher signal-to-
oise ratio than T d . To each pixel above this limit, an island of
djacent pixels are added that are abo v e T f . F or our simulations, we
onsider the pair values of (5 σ , 4 σ ), (5 σ , 3 σ ), (4.5 σ , 3.5 σ ), and (4 σ ,
 σ ) for ( T d , T f ). Any detected source is then parametrized by fitting
 two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian and compared with the input
odel. 
In Fig. 11 , we present the cumulative TP and TN rates for BLOBCAT

s a function of (apparent) signal-to-noise ratio. As expected, the
erformance of BLOBCAT depends on the choice of ( T d , T f ). We find
NRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
hat values of (5 σ , 4 σ ) have the highest TN rate (0.98), whereas
sing (4 σ , 3 σ ) returns the lowest TN rate (0.05), when the full
ample of noise realizations are considered. When ( T d , T f ) are set
o (4.5 σ , 3.5 σ ), we find that there is a transition at a signal-to-noise
atio of 4.5, due to the fraction of FP detections decreasing and
he fraction of TN detections increasing, as expected. Note that the
N rate for sources with an apparent signal-to-noise ratio below
 d is high as the algorithm does not consider any blob below this
ignificance as a potential source. We also see that the TN rate of
LOBCAT drops drastically for fields that have a higher apparent
ignal-to-noise ratio, due to the choice of thresholds that have been
sed. 
We find that for a VLBI-like array, such as the VLBA, the point

ource catalogue has a TP rate of 0.91 at the 4.2 σ level using a
etting of (4 σ , 3 σ ) for ( T d , T f ). This increases to 0.95 at the 5.2 σ
evel and is complete at signal-to-noise ratios > 6.2 (we define the
00 per cent completeness as the signal-to-noise ratio, where the
rst false ne gativ e is returned). However, below this, the fraction
f FN detections increases, and the o v erall TP rate decreases. Also,
s expected, the TP rate decreases faster when a combination of
igher thresholds are used. For example, the (5 σ , 4 σ ) setting for ( T d ,
 f ) is complete at signal-to-noise ratios > 8.4. Finally, we note that

he performance of BLOBCAT is slightly better than the other source
etection algorithms described abo v e, with a completeness that is
igher than 80 per cent at the 4 σ level. 
As already discussed, the settings for both T d and T f will affect

he TP and TN rates determined by BLOBCAT . For example, using
air values of (5 σ , 4 σ ) generates a TN rate of 0.52 at the 5.5 σ
evel, while the (5 σ , 3 σ ) setting has a TN rate of only 0.09 at the
ame apparent signal-to-noise ratio. Ultimately, the user’s choice of
 d and T f will depend on the scientific goal of the observation. For
xample, one might need to reach 100 per cent completeness at a
pecific signal-to-noise ratio, while for some other science cases a
igher purity is important. In this regard, it is the combination of
P and TN rates that matters when e v aluating the general robustness
f a source detection algorithm. Therefore, we have calculated the
ombined TP × TN rate, which is also shown in Fig. 11 . We find that
he TN rate is the dominant factor when comparing the performance
f BLOBCAT with different ( T d , T f ) values. Also, from Fig. 11 , we see
hat the highest catalogue completeness and purity is obtained for
he (5 σ , 4 σ ) setting of ( T d , T f ). Therefore, we will use this setting
or comparing our results with DECORAS. 

.3 Comparing the performance of BCE and MSLE 

ig. 12 presents the TP, TN, and TP × TN rates as a function of
apparent) signal-to-noise ratio when either the BCE or MSLE are
sed as the loss function in our encoder-decoder network. Each model
s trained o v er 800 iterations with the Adam optimizer in KERAS . The
earning rate is set to 10 −3 , as it provides lower loss values compared
o when learning rates of 10 −2 and 10 −4 are used. The initial weights
ere set randomly from a uniform distribution. Although a different

nitiation of the weights can affect the training process at early
pochs, our experiments find that the network converges shortly after
he early epochs. In other words, the observed performance does not
ary significantly with the initialization. 

For the TP rate, we find that the BCE detects more genuine sources
hen compared to the MSLE for all signal-to-noise ratios. We find

hat the MSLE has a higher TN rate when compared to the BCE,
hich has a higher fraction of FP detections at all signal-to-noise

atios tested here. Similar to abo v e, the TP × TN rate is dominated
y the TN rate. The confusion matrices from applying the trained
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Figure 11. The cumulative true positive (TP; left), true ne gativ e (TN; middle), and TP × TN (right) rates, for BLOBCAT using dif ferent v alues for the detection 
( T d ) and flooding ( T f ) thresholds. Setting T d = 4 σ and T f = 3 σ generates the highest TP rate (high catalog completeness), but at the same time, has the lowest 
TN rate (low catalogue purity). 

Figure 12. The cumulative true positive (TP; left), true negative (TN; middle), and TP × TN (right) rates, for the BCE (red) and MSLE (blue) loss functions 
when used individually. The BCE yields a higher completeness than the MSLE for all considered signal-to-noise ratios. The o v erall TN rates are quite low 

(0.19–0.27) when the two loss functions are used individually. Similar to the performance of BLOBCAT , the TN rate dominates the combined TP × TN rate. 

Table 2. The confusion matrix when only using the BCE as 
the loss function. 

True Data 
Source No Source 

Test results Detection 84.2 per cent 81.2 per cent 
No detection 15.8 per cent 18.8 per cent 

Total 8000 7800 

Table 3. The confusion matrix when only using the MSLE as 
the loss function. 

True data 
Source No source 

Test results Detection 78 . 3 per cent 73 . 3 per cent 
No detection 21 . 7 per cent 26 . 7 per cent 

Total 8000 7800 
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odel using the BCE and MSLE loss functions to the test data set
re shown in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. Based on this comparison
f the BCE and MSLE loss functions, we can conclude that neither
rovide a satisfactory performance individually. 
.4 DECORAS source detection strategy 

oti v ated by the results from using the BCE and MSLE loss
unctions individually, we now present a new strategy that is based
n using both loss functions together. As described abo v e, when
he algorithm is not confident on where the source is located, more
han one blob emerges in the predicted model image. In the previous
ection, we have considered all such low-confidence samples as non- 
etections when using the BCE or MSLE loss functions individually. 
o we ver, using the BCE and MSLE together provides the possibility
f finding the correct source, even for those fields with low signal-
o-noise ratio detections. We consider a blob in a low confidence 
mage as a detected source if both trained models, using the BCE
nd MSLE loss functions, agree on the existence and position of the
ource. A distance-threshold criteria is applied to the positions of the
wo detected blobs from using the BCE and MSLE individually. This
hreshold is defined as the maximum acceptable distance between 
he detected positions obtained with both loss functions, where the 
istance R is calculated using, 

 = 

√ 

( x MSLE − x BCE ) 2 + ( y MSLE − y BCE ) 2 . (8) 

ere, x and y are the co-ordinate positions obtained with the BCE
nd MSLE loss functions. 
MNRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
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Figure 13. The true positive (TP) and true negative (TN) rates as a function of the accepted distance-threshold between the detected position using the BCE 

and MSLE for a signal-to-noise ratio of > 2 (left) and > 4 (right). Although the TP rate varies only slightly as a function of distance-threshold (0.74–0.82 and 
0.84–0.93 between 1 and 10 pixels), the TN rate is highly dependent on the distance threshold. 
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An alternative solution is to train the network with a combination of
he BCE and MSLE loss functions, that is, BCE + MSLE. Considering
he results of applying the BCE and MSLE loss functions on test
ata, we expect that simply adding up the loss values would not
rovide reliable results. As is shown in Fig. 12 , the BCE performs
etter o v er the MSLE for the TP rates, while the MSLE provides
ore reliable results when it comes to the TN rates. Therefore, if
e train the network with a BCE + MSLE loss function, it would not

esult in either complete and reliable detections. A more sophisticated
pproach is to define a linear combination of the BCE and MSLE
oss functions (e.g. αBCE + βMSLE) in which α and β are the
yperparameters that need to be defined and optimized for given
ur specific problem. The simple network structure and the short
raining time could justify the use of two separated loss functions.
inding optimal values for α and β can be addressed in future
ork. 
In Fig. 13 , we show the TP and TN rates as a function of the

istance-threshold R when the BCE and MSLE loss functions are
sed together. For this, we have determined the rates for detections
t a signal-to-noise ratio > 2 and > 4 separately. In both cases, we
nd that the TP rate is rather flat and only marginally changes as the
istance-threshold is increased (up to 10 pixels, or 2.5 beam sizes).
o we ver, the TN rate changes drastically from 0.96 at a distance-

hreshold of 1 pixel to around 0.5 at 10 pixels, with the largest change
ccurring between 1 and 3 pixels. 
In Fig. 14 , we again show the TP, TN, and TP × TN rates as

 function of (apparent) signal-to-noise ratio, but for the case when
oth loss functions are used together. We also restrict our results to
istance-thresholds of 1, 2, and 3 pixels, as for larger values of R the
P and TN rates are essentially constant. Here, when multiple blobs
ave been detected by the loss functions, that is, the low confidence
ases, we use a distance-threshold to 1, 2, and 3, and for those cases
ith a single detected blob, we keep the distance threshold fixed to 3.
rom comparing with Fig. 12 , we see that using the two loss functions

ogether significantly impro v es the performance, particularly for the
N rate. We find that the TP rate has a similar behaviour for each

hreshold used, with slightly higher rates obtained for higher values
f the distance-threshold. DECORAS is complete at signal-to-noise
atios of > 7.5, > 6.9, and > 6.0 for distance thresholds of 1, 2, and
 pix els, respectiv ely. F or the TN rates, the values are significantly
igher when a distance-threshold of 1 is used, ranging from 0.97 to
.93 between apparent signal-to-noise ratios of 3.5 and 5.5. Finally,
e also see from Fig. 14 that the TP × TN rates are highest when

he threshold is conserv ati vely set to 1 for the less confidence cases.
NRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
herefore, for our comparison with BLOBCAT , we will consider only
he results from setting the distance-threshold to 1 pixel for those
amples with multiple detected blobs, and 3 for those samples with
 single blob detected by both loss functions. 

.5 Comparing DECORAS with a traditional source detection 

lgorithm 

e present the comparison between DECORAS and BLOBCAT in
ig. 15 . Overall, the TP rate (or completeness) of DECORAS is
ither equal to or marginally better than that of BLOBCAT at all
ignal-to-noise ratios. As described abo v e, DECORAS is complete
t the > 7.5 σ level, whereas BLOBCAT is complete at > 8.4 σ . For
he TN rates, BLOBCAT performs better at apparent signal-to-noise
atios < 5, owing to the cut-off detection threshold, but abo v e this,
ECORAS is better, with an almost constant TN rate as there are

ess FP detections returned at higher signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore,
e conclude that both methods have a similar completeness level,
ut DECORAS is expected to have a better catalogue purity. This
s further demonstrated in the TP × TN rate, where DECORAS
ut-performs BLOBCAT by an almost a factor of 2 at signal-to-noise
atios > 5.5. 

 S O U R C E  C H A R AC T E R I Z AT I O N  

n this section, we present an analysis of how well DECORAS can
eco v er the input source surface brightness distribution, which we
arametrize as the position, size, and peak surface brightness. We
ompare these properties with those of the input source models used
o generate the test data set discussed in Section 3. This is done
y fitting two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian components to the
redicted and input (true) model images of the sources. 

.1 Reco v ering the source position 

etermining a reliable source position, for example, to compare the
etected emission with other multiwavelength data sets, is clearly an
mportant aspect of any source characterization platform. In Fig. 16 ,
e show the difference in the measured and expected position of the
etected sources by DECORAS in both Right Ascension (RA) and
eclination (Dec), such that 

 RA = RA DECORAS − RA true , (9) 
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Figure 14. The cumulative true positive (TP; left), true negative (TN; middle), and TP × TN (right) rates, when the BCE and MSLE loss functions are used 
together, for distance-thresholds of 1 (blue), 2 (red) and 3 (green). The TP rates are very similar for each distance-threshold, with a value of 3 having the o v erall 
best performance. Conversely, the TN rate performance changes significantly, with a threshold of 1 having the best performance. 

Figure 15. The cumulative true positive (TP; left), true negative (TN; middle), and TP × TN (right) rates for DECORAS (blue) and BLOBCAT (red). The TP 
rates are very similar for both methods, but the TN rate of DECORAS has a much better performance than BLOBCAT at > 5 σ . This results in DECORAS having 
an almost factor of 2 better performance in combined catalog completeness and purity at signal-to-noise ratios > 5.5. 
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nd 

 Dec = Dec DECORAS − Dec true . (10) 

e find that the mean offset and standard deviation is −0.19 
nd 0.80 mas in RA, and −0.16 and 0.68 mas in Dec, respec-
ively. The mean absolute offset is 0.61 mas, with a standard 
eviation of 0.69 mas. These results demonstrate that, the recov- 
red source positions are consistent with the input (true) model 
osition. 

.2 Reco v ering the source structure 

e now analyse the performance of DECORAS with respect to 
eco v ering the true underlying structure of the source, which we
arametrize as the source size. We have applied two different 
easures for this e v aluation. First, we calculate the MSLE between

he predicted and input (true) model image. 
Fig. 17 presents the results of measuring the MSLE for the test

ataset as a function of signal-to-noise ratio, for all sources detected 
ith DECORAS. 
We find that the MSLE is of order 10 −5 in the majority of cases, for

oth point and extended sources, which translates to an acceptable 
ource structure reco v ery. F or e xample, in Fig. 18 we show four of
he worst-case sources, where the MSLE is highest ( > 3 × 10 −4 ). A
imple visual comparison demonstrates that the model and predicted 
ource structures are in good agreement, even for these outliers. 

Secondly, to quantify the performance of DECORAS in reco v ering 
he source structure, we compare the major and minor axis of the
wo-dimensional elliptical Gaussian fitted to the surface brightness 
istribution of each predicted and input (true) model image. Fig. 19
resents a comparison of the predicted and the ground truth major
xis for each source, where we again see that there is good agreement.
e have also calculated the relative error between the true and

redicted major axis, such that, 

elative Error = 

True maj − Predicted maj 

True maj 
, (11) 

hich is also shown in Fig. 19 . Again, we see that there is good
greement between the model and predicted source sizes, with 
he majority of the sources having almost no fractional difference. 
o we ver, we see that there is still a scatter that extends up to 40 per

ent in fractional error. We find that 88 (98) per cent of the sources
ave a fractional error of 10 (20) per cent in major-axis size. Only 2
er cent of the sources have fractional errors in the reco v ered major
xis of between 20 and 40 per cent. Finally, we note that there is
n excess of sources towards a positive relative error, that is, the
MNRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
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Figure 16. Histograms of the relati ve of fset, in Right Ascension ( � RA) 
and Declination ( � Dec), between the predicted and input (true) position of 
the sources detected by DECORAS. In both directions, the mean source 
position is consistent with being coincident with the input model position. 
Note that, among all the detected sources, 0.44 and 0.40 per cent of 
the sources have a � RA and � Dec. that is higher than 5 milliarcsec, 
respectively. 

Figure 17. The MSLE between the predicted and input model images, as a 
function of signal-to-noise ratio for point (red) and extended (blue) sources. 
Overall, the MSLE values are extremely small and support our view that 
DECORAS reliably reco v ers the source structure. 

Figure 18. Examples of four sources with a high MSLE between the input 
(middle) and predicted (right) model image, with the associated dirty image 
(left) for reference. Such high values of the MSLE could be interpreted as 
a possible error in reco v ering the source structure. Ho we ver, we see that 
the predicted and input images are comparable for these extreme cases. 
Each image contains 256 × 256 pixels and is equi v alent to a sky-area of 
320 × 320 mas 2 . 
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redicted major axis is smaller than the input (true) model major
xis. The reason for this is not clear, but may be related to the range
f beam sizes that were used during the training. 

.3 Reco v ering the source peak surface brightness 

etermining the absolute surface brightness is needed to measure
he flux density and luminosity of the radio sources detected with
ECORAS. This is important for understanding the various emission
echanisms that are at play, and for comparing the emission with

ther multiwavelength data sets. Here, we use the peak surface
rightness as a proxy for measuring the amplitude of the emis-
ion from the reco v ered sources. As discussed in Section 2.7, the
mage normalization process results in losing the absolute surface
rightness information. Ho we v er, this is reco v ered using the source
rightness estimator via the maxratio (see equation 5) and the latent
ariables of Autoencoder2 (see Fig. 9 ). To do this, we must first
easure the accuracy of the source brightness estimator for the test

ata set. We considered the KNN, XGboost, BaggingRegressor, and
he RandomF orest Re gressor, which all are implemented using the
CIKIT package in PYTHON (Pedregosa et al. 2012 ). Table 4 compares
he performance of these different regressors in terms of the Root

ean Squared Error (RMSE) and the R 

2 statistic. We also give the
tandard deviation of the relative maxratio error distribution. We
nd that the XGboost has the best performance when compared to

he other regressors, which we adopt for the rest of our analysis. It
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Figure 19. In the left-hand panel, a comparison of the predicted and true major axis of each source for the entire test data set (blue points) is presented. The red 
dashed line shows when the y e xactly agree. In the right-hand panel, the histogram of fractional error of the predicted major axis, with respect to the input (true) 
model major axis, is presented. The magenta and green dashed lines show the percentage of sources within the 10 and 20 per cent fractional error bounds. 

Table 4. Evaluation of the results of applying various regressors to the source 
surface brightness estimator. Ideally, the RMSE and σRel. Error should be as 
small as possible and the R 

2 statistic should be 100 per cent. The σRel. Error 

is calculated by fitting a Gaussian function to the relative error distribution 
obtained for each method. 

KNN XGBoost Bagging RandomForest 

RMSE 2 .19 2 .16 2 .44 2 .23 
R 

2 94 .3 per cent 94 .5 per cent 92 .6 per cent 93 .7 per cent 
σRel.Error 0 .15 0 .13 0 .16 0 .15 
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as been implemented using the methodology outlined by Friedman, 
astie & Tibshirani ( 2000 ); the number of gradient boosted trees is
efined as 200, using a maximum depth of 7 for each of the base
earners. 

Fig. 20 compares the predicted and input (true) maxratio that 
s reco v ered for the test data set. The result shows that using the
atent variables and the maxatio can reco v er the model parameters.
o we ver, there is clearly a larger intrinsic scatter than in the case
f the reco v ered major axis (see Fig. 19 ). To quantify how well the
eak surface brightness is reco v ered, we again consider the relative
rror between the true and predicted parameters, 

elative Error = 

True maxratio − Predicted maxratio 

True maxratio 
, (12) 

he results of which are also shown in Fig. 20 . We find that the
redicted peak brightness is almost exactly recovered in the majority 
f cases, but there is also a scatter that extends to a fractional error
f 60 per cent, and is independent of signal-to-noise ratio. We find
hat 69 (94) per cent of the sources have a fractional error on their
eak surface brightness of 10 (20) per cent. Given that the absolute
mplitude calibration of interferometric data sets is around 10 per 
ent, we conclude that our measurement errors with DECORAS 
ill not dominate the uncertainties for the majority of the sources
etected. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

ource detection and characterization will al w ays play an important
ole in making new scientific disco v eries, particularly in the age
f large synoptic surv e y telescopes and interferometric arrays that
ill operate across all observable wavelengths. The shift to larger 

nd more complex data sets requires robust and efficient automated 
pproaches to be dev eloped, man y of which will employ deep
earning techniques. Here, we have investigated the source detection 
nd characterization of unresolved and extended sources in a single 
ipeline using machine learning techniques. Our method is designed 
o detect sources reliably from sparse interferometric arrays, like the 
LBA, which can have highly correlated noise properties for images 
roduced in the sky-plane domain. Ho we ver, the pipeline presented
ere could also be used for other interferometric arrays, provided a
uitable training dataset can be made. We have focused our attention
n images that have not gone through a prior deconvolution process,
ut are instead produced from a Fourier transform of the visibility
ata. This was done to test how reliable such a methodology would
e, as it can be extended to source detection in the visibility plane or
e used to determine residual calibration errors in the visibility data
see below). 

By applying our methodology to a test data set, which is repre-
entative of observations with the VLBA at a wavelength of 20 cm,
e find that the derived catalogue is 100 per cent complete down

o a signal-to-noise ratio of 7.5. When we used a traditional source
etection algorithm, which is applied to the same data set, but also
aving gone through a de-convolution process, the completeness 
rops from 100 per cent at a higher signal-to-noise ratio of 8.4. This
mpro v ement in detectability provided by DECORAS is equi v alent
o a 25 per cent decrease in the integration time needed when
MNRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
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Figure 20. In the left-hand panel, a comparison of the predicted and true maxratio of each source for the entire test data set (blue points), is presented. The 
red dashed line shows when they exactly agree. In the right-hand panel, the fractional error of the predicted maxratio, with respect to the input (true) model 
maxratio, is presented. The magenta and green dashed lines show the percentage of sources within the 10 and 20 per cent fractional error bounds. 
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ompared to a traditional source detection algorithm that matches
he completeness for a flux-limited sample. For example, an all-sky
urv e y with the VLBA that reaches a similar depth to the mJIVE–20
urv e y would take about 5500 h to complete; applying DECORAS
o such a surv e y could potentially save 1100 h in observing time,
hich is significant. Moreo v er, we find that DECORAS has a higher

atalogue purity, by almost a factor of 2, when compared to a
raditional source detection algorithm. 

We also investigated the robustness of the source characterization
sing the test data set. We found that the position of the detected
ources were reco v ered to within 0.61 mas (0.49 pixels), with a
tandard deviation of 0.69 mas (0.55 pixels), from the input point
ource position. We also found that the peak surface brightness and
ize of the input sources were reco v ered to within 20 per cent for 94
nd 98 per cent of the sources, respectively. Therefore, we conclude
hat the model images produced by DECORAS well represent the
nderlying source structure of the objects that are detected. 
F or reco v ering the source structure and source surface brightness,

e had to develop a second encoder-decoder network due to the
nefficiency of Autoencoder1 in recovering the source properties
ccurately. This is because Autoencoder1 and its latent variables were
ptimized to reco v ering the source position rather than reco v ering
he source properties. Our experiments show that the accuracy
f reco v ering the source surface brightness is highly dependent
n the latent variables; the better the network is trained using
utoencoder2, the lower the error will be generated on the maxratio

stimation. The quality of the generated latent variables also de-
ends on the efficiency of the network structure. Looking at the
axratio distribution, we found that there was a wide range of
axratios for extended sources. Ho we ver, the number of samples
ith a higher maxratio was significantly lower. This will need

o be considered in any future learning regression model so that
nough data is provided on all maxratio bins. We noted that although
he source structure is correlated with the maxratio, it is not the
NRAS 510, 5891–5907 (2022) 
nly parameter that affects it. The other influential parameters are
nknown to us at this moment, but we expect that the PSF sidelobe
tructure to have a lateral effect. Also, we expect that an additional
ramework that separates point and extended sources using the
atent variables, and trains the regressors using either the point or
xtended source samples will help in lowering the error on maxratio
stimation. 

Our deep learning architecture is rather simple with only nine
onvolutional layers. It was designed in this way so that there was
 very short training and testing time. The entire training phase of
ECORAS on 50 000 samples on a GPU node takes less than 2 h

equi v alent to 7 samples per second). We note that the training time
oes not include the time needed to produce the training data set.
o we ver, as part of this project, we hav e dev eloped a pipeline to

fficiently produce visibility data sets of realistic observations. This
as formed the basis of an impro v ed mock visbility data set pipeline
hat generates training samples with more realistic source models, as
pposed to the simple point and Gaussian source models tested here
de Roo et al. in preparation). Testing and refining DECORAS on
his even more realistic data set is our next goal before applying the
lgorithm to real observational data, for example, from the mJIVE–
0 surv e y. 
Also, through using more complicated source structures, the

etwork can also be trained to identify the patterns associated with
mplitude and phase errors within the visibility data set. Currently,
uch errors would be absorbed in the derived source structure, which
e plan to account for in a future implementation of DECORAS.
his could be done by correcting the observed visibility’s, or by
imply accounting for the mis-match in the actual PSF from the
 xpected PSF giv en the visibility sampling function; as our current
mplementation of DECORAS does not use the PSF or visibility
ampling function for the analysis, testing (training) on a data set
ith calibration errors should be a straightforward and potentially

nteresting next step. 
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Ultimately, we aim to expand this research by applying DECORAS 

o real observational data, such as from the mJIVE–20 surv e y. Due
o the impro v ed completeness and purity pro vided DECORAS when
ompared to BLOBCAT , we expect to detect and better characterize 
ore sources, and to generate a more reliable catalogue for the 
JIVE–20 surv e y. This would pro vide a real-world test for using
achine learning techniques to detect and characterize the millions 

f sources to be found from the next generation wide-field surv e ys
ith SKA-VLBI. 
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